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As schools bring more educational materials online, the Department of Education’s Office 
of Civil Rights (OCR) has increasingly emphasized equal access to digital materials and 
information. Just as all students must be able to enter classrooms or read textbooks 
physically, all school community members must be able to access documents and information 
posted on school websites. Justin Swenson, District Webmaster at Stockton USD in California, 
shares his district’s outlook on digital accessibility and their approach to meeting the 
guidelines for all website visitors, “Accessibility isn’t optional. It’s imperative that we 
approach digital accessibility in the same way that we have addressed accessibility in our 
physical environment.”

Stockton USD began exploring how to ensure all district sites were available to all students and 
community members. The task promised to be a tall order as they have 55 individual school 
websites plus one for the district.   

The district has been using Blackboard Web Community Manager for their website for more 
than five years and continues to be very happy with the results. Justin explains, “Web 
Community Manager has so many little things that make a world of difference. For example, 
when we’re logged into the Site Manager, an Edit Page button takes you straight to the editor.”

In addition, each of the district’s 55 schools has between one and five website editors, 
site editors, and section editors for several hundred people making changes to the website. 
Teachers also have the option to create teacher pages. “Even if teachers have no web editing 
experience, Web Community Manager makes it exceedingly easy to support them,” said Justin.

Ease of use for all site editors was a crucial determining factor when the district was selecting 
a digital accessibility tool for their website. Ultimately, after testing several vendors, the 
district chose Blackboard Ally. “Ally integrates beautifully with our Blackboard website. It is 100 
percent the easiest way to tackle accessibility because it’s built into the system,” said Justin.
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Blackboard Ally has greatly simplified the process of ensuring that content is easy for everyone 
to use. Ally tells content editors exactly what the accessibility errors are and enables them to fix 
the errors right in the tool. In contrast, other tools the district evaluated pointed out accessibility 
problems but didn’t provide detailed guidance about how to fix the problem. 

In addition, Ally allows content editors to make fixes much more quickly, as well as automatically 
converts content into different formats designed to work better with assistive technologies and 
mobile devices. For example, if a content editor uploads a PDF onto a website, in less than 
20 minutes, a little ‘A’ pos up next to the uploaded document that allows website visitors to 
translate the document into electronic Braille, audio, or other alternate formats. This is 
particularly important for the district because editors are constantly uploading content. Other 
tools the district evaluated only scanned for accessibility issues once a week. 

Making Accessibility Easy

Alternate formats download button

Among the most common accessibility issues Ally uncovered was that the district’s sites 
had numerous contrast issues, such as an orange font on a white background, making content 
difficult for the visually impaired to read. With that knowledge, the district revamped its 
main site, keeping headers and font colors dark. A high contrast toggle feature ensures 
that the site appears correctly for users if site editors miss something.

Feedback about usability also means editors learn to predict what is and isn’t accessible. 
“I can design content differently to avoid getting errors flagged,” said Justin.

Uncovering User Stumbling Blocks
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While Justin is currently the primary user of Blackboard Ally, he plans to roll out the tool 
to all the other content creators in the district. His plan is to train users to understand 
the importance of accessibility and how to use the tool to keep their content accessible 
to everyone. 

The tool creates reports that show content editors all the major and minor accessibility 
issues on the site. “When a report says, ‘you have 160 major problems,’ that can 
get overwhelming. The training will give people context so they understand how 
Ally works and what those reports mean so they can use them to make their pages 
more accessible. For example, PDF accessibility is one of the most commonly 
missed accessibility errors. With schools currently having so many virtual and hybrid 
classes, a teacher might send a PDF and say, ‘fill this out,’ and the kids can’t do that 
on the PDF. Accessibility issues create challenges for all students, but can be 
especially impactful for students with disabilities who rely on assistive 
technologies and other types of accommodations,” said Justin.

Through the experience of making their site more accessible, Stockton USD has made the 
online experience better for everyone. 

Rolling Out Ally to Editors Across the District

A Better Overall Site

“People say the overall usability of our site is terrific and a 
lot of that is because its  accessible.”
- Justin Swenson, District Webmaster at Stockton USD in California

Let us help you make your web content more accessible.

LEARN MORE

https://www.blackboard.com/engage-your-community/websites-branding/ally-for-websites



